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“Yearning for Justice That Rolls Down Like Waters” 

- A Water Service homily by Dawn Daniels, UUFCM minister 

- Delivered on Sunday, September 18, 2016  

 

Folk singer/songwriter and social activist Holly Near asks this question: 

Can we be like drops of water 

Falling on the stone 

Splashing, breaking, dispersing in air 

Weaker than stone by far but be aware that 

As time goes by, the rock will wear away. (?) 

 

I asked for a retelling (thank you, Josh) of Rev. Chris Buice’s sweet story of that little drop named Higgins to 

once again remind us all – big and small – that our yearning for change…our thirst for justice in all the places 

we seek it, will only ever be quenched by our work together in community. How easily we forget this truth. How 

easy it is to slip into a state of chronic overwhelm where our ego-driven self-expectations rule and we sink into 

despair. There’s so much to be done! I can’t do it all! The forces of greed and hate are just too pervasive 

(which in this case means “affecting everything”).   

A few of us (Norma, Janis and I) were reminded just yesterday of the power to be found in the sharing of our 

stories; how stories can work like water to wear down the stones of indifference and fear that divide us. 

Yesterday it was the issue of transgender justice that we came together to address and deepen our collective 

conviction to work to alleviate suffering and bring justice to the oppressed. We will be sharing much more with 

you about our experience yesterday at the Inclusive Justice conference on being more effective “faith allies for 

trans lives” as we move deeper into the fall.     

But for today, with our rallying metaphor of water and our need for remembrance of the gift and power to be 

found in community - as prelude to our water communion ritual, I wish to share with you a story written by 

Sarah van Gelder, who is a co-founder and editor at large for Yes! Magazine. Sarah wrote and published this 

piece just this week in her column for Yes! titled “The Revolution Where You Live.”  

Drive from Bismarck, North Dakota, to the Standing Rock encampment, and the sign that something 

unusual is happening is abrupt: a checkpoint staffed by the National Guard. Continue south, past rolling 

grasslands with an occasional farmhouse, until there is nothing but open space. Catch a glimpse of the 

Missouri River meandering back and forth, and a flock of white pelicans circling overhead. 

Miles later, by the side of the road, stands a small encampment—tents, a camp kitchen, a group of 

people watching the road warily, banners declaring water, not oil, as sacred. Across the road is the 

bulldozed earth in an area that Standing Rock Sioux consider sacred. This is where the security forces 

with dogs attacked the people who call themselves water protectors. 

The most dramatic moment, though, comes with the approach to the main encampment. Suddenly, just 

below the road, is a wide field covered in tents, teepees, and trucks. Lining the main entrance is flag 

after flag, each representing one of the indigenous nations that has offered its support to the Standing 

Rock Sioux and their fight against the Dakota Access pipeline. 
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The impact is powerful. So many people have traveled hundreds or thousands of miles to make this 

pilgrimage. When people first meet, they ask each other where they’re from. Some are old friends, but 

many represent tribes that have been estranged or enemies for generations. Many spoke of the arrival 

of representatives of the Crow Nation, who have a long history of supporting coal mining and working at 

odds with other tribes. They too came to support Standing Rock. 

The purposefulness here overcomes everything—the determination that this time the damage will 

be stopped. This time, before the water is poisoned or another sacred site is bulldozed, the protectors 

will step in. 

That sense of purpose pervades the camp. While some plan the next direct action or post on social 

media, others split wood for fires, sort the river of donations flowing unabated into the camp, or cook 

for thousands of people in makeshift camp kitchens. 

This time, before the water is poisoned or another sacred site is bulldozed, the protectors will 

step in. 

I had arrived with Sweetwater Nannauck and her friend Kim Morera, pulling a horse trailer, and as we 

set up our tents, a young man on horseback came by to check on us. Later, a small all-terrain vehicle 

pulled up with jugs of water for the horse and the campers. Others stopped to offer donated kitchen 

supplies, food, and a garbage pickup. Nannauck set out to find people to complete the banners for the 

Northwest tribes’ “Paddle to Standing Rock,” and soon returned with a crew of young people. 

Up at the ceremonial grounds by the entrance, hundreds line up for dinner. No money changes hands. 

The flags whip in the wind. A prayer, then a speech, then a song fills the air. 

Life at the water protectors’ encampment is much like life was for millions of years of human 

evolution—close to the earth, near a river, clustered in family and community camps. There’s a 

rightness to these connections and to the feeling that people here will help you when you need it. 

Here, with a purpose that threads through generations, work, celebration, and activism are a seamless 

whole. Young people ride through the camp on horseback among tents and teepees. Are they 

providing security, learning traditional animal caretaking, or just having fun together? Elders tell 

stories of Wounded Knee, say prayers, and sing. Are they educating the next generation, building 

coherence, or guiding the actions? These things are not separate. They are all of a piece, all about 

rebuilding indigenous ways of life and standing against further destruction. 

People come and go. Some depart after a few days or weeks, but their reluctance to leave shows. 

Others are making plans to live in wood-heated tents and teepees through North Dakota’s bitter cold 

winter. 

This is how we should be living, one person at our camp says. We give what we have to give, and 

take what we need. 

Protecting the water and sacred sites brought people here. But the experience of being here is 

changing lives and creating renewed unity across indigenous nations, and with it a purpose and power 

and confidence that will not be easily extinguished. 

Source: 

http://www.yesmagazine.org/people-power/at-standing-rock-a-sense-of-purpose-this-is-how-we-should-

be-living-20160914 
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